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Zomorod (Cindy) Yousefzadeh is the new kid on the block . . . for the fourth time. California’s
Newport Beach is her family’s latest perch, and she’s determined to shuck her brainy loner
persona and start afresh with a new Brady Bunch name—Cindy. It’s the late 1970s, and fitting in
becomes more difficult as Iran makes U.S. headlines with protests, revolution, and finally the
taking of American hostages. Even mood rings and puka shell necklaces can't distract Cindy
from the anti-Iran sentiments that creep way too close to home. A poignant yet lighthearted
middle grade debut from the author of the best-selling Funny in Farsi.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.<div><p><b>NUMBER FOUR</b></
p><p>Today&#8217;s Sunday and we&#8217;re moving, again. Not every&#173;thing fit in the
moving truck, so our huge light blue Chevrolet Impala, or &#8220;land yacht,&#8221; as the
used-car salesman called it, is filled to the brim with boxes, pillows, and kitchen appliances. The
back window&#8217;s rolled down so the vacuum cleaner handle can stick out.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;I am eleven years old, and this is my fourth move. I
haven&#8217;t met anyone who has moved so many times before sixth grade. Normal families
move once or twice because they find a house with a swimming pool or more closet space, <i>in
the same town.</i> Every time we move, it&#8217;s to a new city or a new country.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;I was born in Abadan, Iran. When I was in second grade, we
moved to Compton, California. We stayed two years. For fourth grade, we moved back to Iran.
Fifth grade, back to Compton. Now we&#8217;re moving to Newport Beach. The two cities are
only an hour apart, but they might as well be in different galaxies. In Newport Beach,
there&#8217;s no graffiti on the walls or overturned shopping carts on the sides of freeways. You
don&#8217;t see any stores with broken windows. There are trees everywhere and the city looks
like it has just come back from a visit to a beauty salon. Where are the rusty cars with missing
tires? Not in Newport Beach. There are a lot of those in Compton, usually on people&#8217;s
front lawns.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;If our crazy nomadic life has taught us one
thing, it&#8217;s this: Don&#8217;t buy stuff that breaks easily. Everything has to be packed
sooner or later. Even our plants are made of plastic. Wherever we live, we have our fake red
roses in the living room and the fake yellow daisies in our kitchen. They&#8217;re ugly and
don&#8217;t look real at all; they look like those plants in horror movies that come to life and eat
people. But they&#8217;re one of the few constants in my life. At least they&#8217;re always
there.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;The only time a kid came to my house after
school in Compton, we were walking to my room when she suddenly stopped in front of the
plants and asked what they were for. I thought that was a stupid question. I mean, how many
possible uses could there be? They&#8217;re just plastic flowers. But later, I realized that they



are so big and ugly that they look like they <i>should</i> do something, maybe catch flies or
squirt air freshener.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;As we pull up to our new home in
Newport Beach, I cannot believe my eyes. Our house has two stories and is surrounded by a
huge lawn made of <i>real</i> grass.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#8220;Do we
have to take care of the whole lawn, <i>Baba</i>?&#8221; I ask, trying to figure out where our
part of the grass begins and ends. There is no chainlink fence between the houses, so it looks
like everyone&#8217;s living in a huge park.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#8220;No,&#8221; my dad says. &#8220;There are
gardeners.&#8221;<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;I look at my mom to see how
relieved she must be to hear this, but she&#8217;s busy using the mirror on the side of the car to
reapply her pink lipstick.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;Our house in Compton had a
small patch of grass in the front and back. By the time we figured out how often we were
supposed to water it, it was all dead. Some of our neighbors had fake lawns. From far away, they
looked good&#8212;better than our real, dead lawn, anyway.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;As we get out of the car, I see an older lady standing in the
driveway, and she seems way overdressed for daytime. She reminds me of Mrs. Thurston Howell
III on <i>Gilligan&#8217;s Island</i>. My mother introduces herself as my dad tries to unload the
vacuum cleaner, which by now is sticking so far out the window that it almost hit the tree next to
the driveway when we pulled in.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#8220;I am Nastaran
Yousefzadeh,&#8221; she says, making the whole sentence sound like one word. &#8220;Dees
eez Zomorod Yousefzadeh,&#8221; she adds, pointing to me.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;I smile. I can tell the lady&#8217;s getting nervous. She has
no idea what my mother just said. She has this strained expression, like she&#8217;s trying to
smile but only half her face is cooperating. My father, holding the vacuum cleaner, joins us, and
the lady finally says, &#8220;I&#8217;m Mrs. Mavis, your landlady. Hello, Mr.
You&#8212;You&#8212;Yous .&#160;.&#160;.&#8221; Her voice trails off, which is fine, since
we never expect anyone to get past the first syllable of our last name. Two points for trying, Lady
Mavis.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;Then she gives him a key and shouts,
&#8220;DO NOT LOSE THIS POOL KEY!&#8221; She pauses, looks at each of us, and
continues, &#8220;If you do, you must pay fifty dollars, that&#8217;s FIFTY DOLLARS, for a
replacement.&#8221; Then, for reasons I cannot understand, she repeats herself, but this time,
loudly <i>and</i> slowly, &#8220;DO. NOT. LOSE. THIS. POOL. KEY.&#8221;<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;I so badly want to ask her, &#8220;ARE. WE. ALLOWED.
TO. LOSE. THIS. POOL. KEY?&#8221; but I don&#8217;t. My mom stands there smiling like a
statue. My dad, still clutching the vacuum cleaner, keeps nodding his head and repeating,
&#8220;Yes, yes.&#8221; He does that when he&#8217;s nervous, which is often. I just roll my
eyes and walk through our new front door.<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;Our home is
a &#8220;condo,&#8221; short for <i>condominium</i>. I figure this out when the landlady gives
us a binder, <i>Rules for Condominium Living, </i>which we also have to return when we move



out. Apparently there is no fine for losing the binder.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#8220;Zomorod,&#8221; my dad says to me,
&#8220;read this and tell your mom what it says.&#8221; My mom hasn&#8217;t learned much
English. I always encourage her to try, but she says, &#8220;<i>Az man gozasheh.</
i>&#8221;<br> &#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;<i>It&#8217;s too late for me.</i><br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;That&#8217;s the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard,
and I tell her so. This always makes her mad. She says I should be a nicer daughter. But I am a
nice daughter! I just don&#8217;t want to be her translator for the rest of my life.<br>
&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160;The rulebook begins with a &#8220;Welcome to
Condominium Living!&#8221; page that shows a happy, good-looking blond family standing with
another happy, good-looking blond family next to a barbecue, the fathers holding trays of
hamburgers and hot dogs. We do not look anything like the people in the picture, but for once it
doesn&#8217;t matter. If there is one thing the Yousefzadehs love, it&#8217;s grilling. My dad
calls himself the King of Kebabs. I can almost imagine having a party with our new neighbors,
just like in the picture&#8212;except that one of the families will be standing apart, holding a tray
of bright orange, almost glow-in-the-dark chicken that everyone looks at but no one tries. This is
what happens when you use saffron marinade instead of barbecue sauce.</p></div> --This text
refers to the paperback edition.From School Library JournalGr 4–7—In Dumas's first foray into
middle grade fiction, readers follow Zomorod Yousefzadeh through middle school in Newport
Beach, CA, during the Iran hostage crisis. Zomorod, who goes by Cindy (like in The Brady
Bunch), and her family are from Iran, living in America while her father works to build an oil
refinery in their home country with American engineers. While the Yousefzadehs are able to fly
under the radar in their early days in America, mostly being mistaken for Mexican, their entire
situation changes when Iranian students storm the U.S. Embassy and take American hostages.
Facing hostile racism and the loss of their only source of income, Cindy's family learns what it
means to stick together, to create the best of an awful situation, and to embrace their heritage
while incorporating new customs and friendships into their lives. This title reads more like a
memoir than narrative fiction, which makes sense given Dumas's previous adult titles, Funny in
Farsi (2003) and Laughing Without an Accent (2008, both Villard). Although the dialogue
sometimes borders on textbooklike explanations of Iranian history, this tactic might be
necessary for young readers to truly understand the underlying problems in later action. Dumas
gives each short chapter a clever title, includes humorous asides throughout the narration, and
keeps readers engaged with the very real and relatable difficulties of finding friends after
moving, dealing with family issues both domestic and abroad, and discovering one's own
identity in middle school. VERDICT For large middle grade collections looking to widen their
diverse, upper middle grade offerings. Hand to fans of Malala Yousafzai's I Am Malala (Little,
Brown, 2014) or Erin Entrada Kelly's Blackbird Fly (HarperCollins, 2015).—Brittany Staszak, St.
Charles Public Library, IL --This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewThe New York
Historical Society's inaugural New Americans Book Prize 2017Booklist Editors' Choice



2016Kirkus Best of 2016Raleigh News & Observer Best of 2016Time Magazine Best of
2016"Insightful, sobering, and hilarious."—People magazine"Filled with humorous touches and
authentic cultural references, Dumas’s story will resonate not just with young immigrants but with
any readers trying to adapt to new situations."—Publishers Weekly* "Dumas’ semi-
autobiographical novel is both funny and affecting...Readers will be thoroughly invested in
Cindy’s story, whether holding their breath or laughing out loud, and always hoping that the
Yousefzadehs will come out on top."—Booklist, STARRED review* "[A] fresh take on the
immigrant experience—authentic, funny, and moving from beginning to end."—Kirkus Reviews,
STARRED review"[It Ain't So Awful, Falafel] is funny, affecting, and nuanced...The novel doesn’t
sugarcoat the issues, but it balances these serious notes with preteen antics and melodramas
that Blume would be proud of; Cindy’s voice will undoubtedly draw in readers from all
backgrounds."—Horn Book"...keeps readers engaged with the very real and relatable difficulties
of finding friends after moving, dealing with family issues both domestic and abroad, and
discovering one’s own identity in middle school."—School Library Journal“Firoozeh Dumas’s
unique gift is her ability to use her wry, bold, but always gentle wit to tell serious stories about
family, heritage, and loss. . . . In this era of suspicion and paranoia, [this book] offers a tender and
compassionate glimpse into the immigrant experience.” —Khaled Hosseini, bestselling author
of The Kite Runner"This book is a sheer delight—rambunctious and rich. . . . Firoozeh Dumas
writes with the perfect light touch that makes us wonder once again: Who is running the big
world and why not this person, please?" —Naomi Shihab Nye, novelist and poet"[A]n honest,
witty, and moving portrayal of what it means to be an Iranian immigrant in the late 1970s, during
the Iran hostage crisis."—Scholastic Teacher Magazine --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorNew York Times bestselling author Firoozeh Dumas was born in
Abadan, Iran, and moved to Whittier, California at the age of seven. After a two-year stay, she
and her family moved back to Iran and lived in Ahvaz and Tehran. Two years later, they moved
back to Whittier, then to Newport Beach. She lives in Munich, Germany, with her husband and
three children. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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It 2016 | DDC [Fic]—dc23LC record available atTo all the kids who don’t belong,for whatever
reason.This one’s for you.Number FourToday’s Sunday and we’re moving, again. Not every-thing
fit in the moving truck, so our huge light blue Chevrolet Impala, or “land yacht,” as the used-car
salesman called it, is filled to the brim with boxes, pillows, and kitchen appliances. The back
window’s rolled down so the vacuum cleaner handle can stick out.I am eleven years old, and this
is my fourth move. I haven’t met anyone who has moved so many times before sixth grade.
Normal families move once or twice because they find a house with a swimming pool or more
closet space, in the same town. Every time we move, it’s to a new city or a new country.I was
born in Abadan, Iran. When I was in second grade, we moved to Compton, California. We stayed
two years. For fourth grade, we moved back to Iran. Fifth grade, back to Compton. Now we’re
moving to Newport Beach. The two cities are only an hour apart, but they might as well be in
different galaxies. In Newport Beach, there’s no graffiti on the walls or overturned shopping carts
on the sides of freeways. You don’t see any stores with broken windows. There are trees
everywhere and the city looks like it has just come back from a visit to a beauty salon. Where are
the rusty cars with missing tires? Not in Newport Beach. There are a lot of those in Compton,
usually on people’s front lawns.If our crazy nomadic life has taught us one thing, it’s this: Don’t
buy stuff that breaks easily. Everything has to be packed sooner or later. Even our plants are
made of plastic. Wherever we live, we have our fake red roses in the living room and the fake
yellow daisies in our kitchen. They’re ugly and don’t look real at all; they look like those plants in
horror movies that come to life and eat people. But they’re one of the few constants in my life. At
least they’re always there.The only time a kid came to my house after school in Compton, we
were walking to my room when she suddenly stopped in front of the plants and asked what they
were for. I thought that was a stupid question. I mean, how many possible uses could there be?
They’re just plastic flowers. But later, I realized that they are so big and ugly that they look like
they should do something, maybe catch flies or squirt air freshener.As we pull up to our new
home in Newport Beach, I cannot believe my eyes. Our house has two stories and is surrounded
by a huge lawn made of real grass.“Do we have to take care of the whole lawn, Baba?” I ask,
trying to figure out where our part of the grass begins and ends. There is no chainlink fence
between the houses, so it looks like everyone’s living in a huge park.“No,” my dad says. “There
are gardeners.”I look at my mom to see how relieved she must be to hear this, but she’s busy
using the mirror on the side of the car to reapply her pink lipstick.Our house in Compton had a
small patch of grass in the front and back. By the time we figured out how often we were
supposed to water it, it was all dead. Some of our neighbors had fake lawns. From far away, they



looked good—better than our real, dead lawn, anyway.As we get out of the car, I see an older
lady standing in the driveway, and she seems way overdressed for daytime. She reminds me of
Mrs. Thurston Howell III on Gilligan’s Island. My mother introduces herself as my dad tries to
unload the vacuum cleaner, which by now is sticking so far out the window that it almost hit the
tree next to the driveway when we pulled in.“I am Nastaran Yousefzadeh,” she says, making the
whole sentence sound like one word. “Dees eez Zomorod Yousefzadeh,” she adds, pointing to
me.I smile. I can tell the lady’s getting nervous. She has no idea what my mother just said. She
has this strained expression, like she’s trying to smile but only half her face is cooperating. My
father, holding the vacuum cleaner, joins us, and the lady finally says, “I’m Mrs. Mavis, your
landlady. Hello, Mr. You—You—Yous . . .” Her voice trails off, which is fine, since we never expect
anyone to get past the first syllable of our last name. Two points for trying, Lady Mavis.Then she
gives him a key and shouts, “DO NOT LOSE THIS POOL KEY!” She pauses, looks at each of
us, and continues, “If you do, you must pay fifty dollars, that’s FIFTY DOLLARS, for a
replacement.” Then, for reasons I cannot understand, she repeats herself, but this time, loudly
and slowly, “DO. NOT. LOSE. THIS. POOL. KEY.”I so badly want to ask her, “ARE. WE.
ALLOWED. TO. LOSE. THIS. POOL. KEY?” but I don’t. My mom stands there smiling like a
statue. My dad, still clutching the vacuum cleaner, keeps nodding his head and repeating, “Yes,
yes.” He does that when he’s nervous, which is often. I just roll my eyes and walk through our
new front door.Our home is a “condo,” short for condominium. I figure this out when the landlady
gives us a binder, Rules for Condominium Living, which we also have to return when we move
out. Apparently there is no fine for losing the binder.“Zomorod,” my dad says to me, “read this
and tell your mom what it says.” My mom hasn’t learned much English. I always encourage her to
try, but she says, “Az man gozasheh.”It’s too late for me.That’s the most ridiculous thing I have
ever heard, and I tell her so. This always makes her mad. She says I should be a nicer daughter.
But I am a nice daughter! I just don’t want to be her translator for the rest of my life.The rulebook
begins with a “Welcome to Condominium Living!” page that shows a happy, good-looking blond
family standing with another happy, good-looking blond family next to a barbecue, the fathers
holding trays of hamburgers and hot dogs. We do not look anything like the people in the picture,
but for once it doesn’t matter. If there is one thing the Yousefzadehs love, it’s grilling. My dad
calls himself the King of Kebabs. I can almost imagine having a party with our new neighbors,
just like in the picture—except that one of the families will be standing apart, holding a tray of
bright orange, almost glow-in-the-dark chicken that everyone looks at but no one tries. This is
what happens when you use saffron marinade instead of barbecue sauce.Trash TalkIn a
condominium, there are rules for everything.Chapter three, “Waste Management,” is all about
trash. You have to leave your trash out on Wednesday night for the trucks to pick up on Thursday
morning. You can’t leave the empty bins out; you have to put them back in your garage before
the end of the day. You also have to put your garbage in proper trash cans with lids that fit; you
can’t just willy-nilly leave garbage by the curb like some sort of trash sculpture. There’s even a
drawing of the right and wrong way to put out your garbage. The wrong way looks like our trash



in Compton.I translate all that for my mom. She looks frazzled. “Why do they have rules for
trash? I hope the landlady doesn’t get mad at us,” she says.“Don’t worry, Maman,” I tell her. “I’ll
make sure we do it right.”I know that my mom has found something new to worry about,
something else to make her want to go back to Iran, where houses do not come with rulebooks
and landladies do not yell at us about losing pool keys.I am going to have to read the rules to my
mom many more times until she learns them. I don’t want us to be “penalized for inappropriate
waste receptacles.” There is a whole section on penalties, too.I sleep on the floor that night,
because we donated my bed to the Salvation Army. Most of our furniture in Compton had come
from an auction of seized goods. I didn’t know what that meant until I asked Mrs. Semba, the
librarian at my old school, Marian Anderson Elementary. Mrs. Semba said that seized goods
means the stuff belonged to criminals and it’s sold for cheap by the police because the criminals
are probably in jail. When I told my mom this, she said it made her sick to think that she was
eating off a table that belonged to a murderer. But my dad told her that none of our stuff
belonged to murderers, only to people who had committed minor crimes like stealing apples
from the grocery store. When I asked him how he knew that, he said he just did and told me not
to ask so many questions.All I know is that my mismatched bedroom furniture was really ugly
and had six-digit numbers carved in the desk, bedpost, and chair. My dad said those were the
serial numbers used by the auction house. I wish they had used pencil, but I guess people
dealing with the criminal world usually have knives in their pockets anyway. Or they just don’t
care.I hated my furniture and really want to buy a canopy bed. I know exactly which one I want.
It’s on page 453 in the Sears catalog. I’ve looked at it so many times that the page is worn out.
It’s the most beautiful bed I have ever seen.I also really, really want a beanbag chair. Every time I
see a popular kid on TV, she’s in her room, lounging on her beanbag chair. There is something
cool about all the different ways that you can sit in it. You can sink in low; you can lie on your
stomach; you can lie on your side; you can do whatever you want. It’s a chair with no rules. I
imagine myself sitting on my beanbag chair reading a Nancy Drew book; I imagine myself sitting
on my beanbag chair sipping chocolate milk through one of those bendy straws. I think about my
imaginary beanbag chair every single day and how much more fun my life would be if I had one.
But best of all, I imagine inviting a friend over. The minute she sees the beanbag chair, she
knows that even if my parents speak a different language and I do not have a pet and we have
no snack foods, I am still cool.I just have to convince my dad to buy one. I know that my family
isn’t poor—at least not compared to some of my classmates back in Compton—but when it
comes to spending money, my dad’s head and wallet are still in Iran. Before he buys anything, he
multiplies the price by seven to see how much it costs back home. That’s because one dollar is
equal to seven tumons, which is the money in Iran. The problem is that everything in America
costs more than it does in Abadan. This is obvious to me, and I’m only eleven.Still, as I drift off to
sleep on the soft avocado green shag carpet of my new room, I dare to hope that my next set of
furniture has no criminal past.California Dreamin’The next day, my dad surprises me. We go to
Sears and he says, “Zomorod, pick whatever furniture you want.”“Are you sure?” I ask.“Yes,” he



says. “Go!”“This is the one,” I say about a minute later, pointing to the white canopy bed of my
dreams. It looks even more beautiful in real life than it does on page 453.“What about those?” my
dad suggests, pointing to the matching nightstand, desk, chair, and dresser.“I can get all that?” I
ask, wondering if someone has replaced my father with a very generous long-lost twin. I want to
ask him if he’s sure, but I’m afraid that if he thinks about it, he’ll realize he’s spending too much
money, especially after he multiplies it by seven.My dad is still smiling.“What do you think,
Maman?”“If it makes you happy, it’s good for me, too,” she says.Ladies and gentlemen, that’s
about as much enthusiasm as I am ever going to get from my mom.This is the nicest bedroom
set I have ever had! All white, all matching, all brand-new. No numbers carved anywhere. I am
also allowed to get the yellow ruffled sheet and pillow set, plus the canopy cover with its lace
border.“I hope we stay in Newport Beach a long time and you can use this furniture until you
graduate from high school,” my dad says, patting my head. My mom doesn’t look too pleased to
hear that.Since my dad is in such a generous mood, I seize the moment.“Can I get a beanbag
chair, too?”“A bean chair?” he asks. I point to the one on display. The salesman who has been
helping us asks if we want to try sitting on it. “No,” my dad says. “We eat beans, not sit on
them.”That is when I notice a girl my age standing with her parents, waiting for the salesman. I
want to go back in time and leave before my dad started talking about eating the beanbag
chair.The salesman tells my dad that the chair just happens to be on sale today. “Normally, it
costs twenty-six ninety-five, but for our back-to-school sale, it’s only nineteen ninety-nine.”“In my
country,” my dad says, “a bag of beans is two dollars.”“Wow, where you folks from?”“Iran,” my dad
replies proudly. “As you know, we are very famous for our oil industry. Let me tell you about it.”“I
would love to hear all about it, but these customers are waiting,” the salesman says, pointing to
the other family.I smile at the girl. She glares at me. My excitement about the furniture
disappears and I suddenly remember that I am about to start at a new school again.Knock,
KnockIt’s the third night in our condo and my mom and dad and I are doing what we do every
night: sitting on the sofa, eating dinner and watching a comedy. We know the shows are
comedies because whenever one of the actors says something, people laugh. Of course we
don’t understand why half the stuff is funny, and that’s where I come in. My job is to look up the
words in Webster’s Dictionary. Lucky me.But why is it hilarious if someone calls you a turkey? In
Iran, if you want to make fun of someone, you call him a donkey. Now, that’s funny! We’re lucky if
we understand three or four funny lines out of an entire show in America. Sometimes we just
laugh along with the audience for the sake of it.We’re at the end of Three’s Company when
someone knocks on our door. Counting our landlady, the movers, and the two nice women who
wanted to help us find the Lord, it’s only the fourth time anyone has come to our new house. All
three of us scramble to answer it.As soon as I look through the peephole and see that it’s
somebody my age, I tell my parents to go back to the sofa. There is nothing that can come out of
their mouths that would not be embarrassing.I open the door and a girl says, “Hi, I’m Cindy.
We’re neighbors.”I freeze. Of all the names in the United States of America, her name has to be
Cindy. What are the chances? I mean, that’s my name.Let me explain.Zomorod is not a good



name here. It translates to “emerald” in Persian, but does anyone care? No. My dad wanted to
name me Sara, which would have made my life a million times easier. I mean, whose name
starts with a Z? Nobody on this planet who counts. It’s clunky and loopy and ever since second
grade when Bill Garrett* made the o’s in my name into eyeballs, I realized that having three o’s in
one name is possibly even weirder than having it start with a Z.But my problems don’t stop there.
Ever since third grade, I have wanted one of those Wild West belt buckles at Knott’s Berry Farm
with my name on it. Of course they don’t have Zomorod. I always look anyway, just in case. Sure,
they have Zelda, Zelena, and Zoe. But no Zomorod. Ever. They have Sara and Sarah. In my third
grade class, Heather had one; so did Connie, Karen, and Holly. (Holly had the belt buckle,
bracelet, and keychain.) My dad says I should just get one that says “Foxy Lady” on it. I am one
hundred percent sure he doesn’t know what foxy means.Then, on the first day of gym in fifth
grade, Mr. Knoff said my name was like an alphabet train that keeps going and going and going.
Everyone laughed and the boys started chanting, “choo choo, choo choo.” They continued to do
this whenever they saw me, for the whole year. Mr. Knoff* asked if I had a nickname. Iranians
don’t have nicknames. Bobby Henderson makes everyone call him Scooter. How do you get
Scooter from Bobby? And why would anybody want to be called a scooter?Mr. Knoff’s PE class
of horrors is just a small sample of my misery. Anytime I meet a new kid, it’s a nightmare. This is
how it goes:Cool person: “Hi, what’s your name?”Me: “Zomorod Yousefzadeh.”Cool person
(stepping back, looking scared): “What kind of name is that?”Me (being extra cheerful and not
scary): “I’m from Iran.”Cool person (looking more scared): “Where is that?”Me (having to be Miss
History and Geography Teacher, which I hate): “You might know Iran as Persia, its name until
1935. It’s right between Iraq and Afghanistan.” (It would be so much cooler to say, “It’s near the
Norwegian fjords,” or anywhere near Italy or France. Or Japan. Or Africa.)Cool person (looking
scared and confused): “Where is that?”Ad nauseam.*So when I found out we were moving to
Newport Beach, I knew this was my chance to break the cycle of embarrassment. I decided to
change my name. I mean, what is a name, anyway? In English, you say “table.” In Persian, I say
“meez.” They’re the same thing. If I were being logical, I guess I could’ve called myself “Emerald,”
but that would just be switching one weird Persian name for one weird American name.So I
chose the most normal American name I knew, Cindy. Like Cindy Brady from The Brady
Bunch.It’s not like I’m trying to pretend that I’m not Iranian. I just want people to ask questions
about me when we meet, not about where I’m from. Why does that matter, anyway? Yes, there
are a few differences between me and any other kid in America, but these are the main ones:I
speak Persian at home.The only pet I have ever owned is a goldfish. I realize that goldfish are a
sad excuse for a pet, since you cannot hold them, walk them, train them, or do anything fun at
all. Worst of all, they never act like they like you, no matter what you do for them.My mom does
not know how to make oatmeal raisin cookies.All my friends are in books.So now you see why I
am standing frozen at the door as Cindy introduces herself. Why does the first person my age
that I meet in Newport Beach have to have my new name? I consider saying my name is
something else, but it took me a long time to think of Cindy and frankly, I have not thought of a



backup name. Also, when someone tells you her name, you only have a few seconds to tell her
yours.So I smile and say, “Nice to meet you. I’m Cindy too.”“Oh my God!” she says. “We’re both
Cindy! That’s so cool!”“So cool!” I repeat.“You wanna come over and hang out?” she asks. “I live
right next door.”Even though it’s getting late, I cannot pass up this opportunity to make a friend.
“Yeah,” I say.(I never say “yes”—just “yeah,” all drawn out and slow like molasses, as Mrs.
Semba, the librarian, described it. That’s one reason I sound so American. That, and I know a lot
of slang.)When I tell my parents I’m going to the neighbor’s house, they say, “Zomorod, wait.
Why is it funny to throw a pie in someone’s face?”“Look it up,” I tell them, and I walk out the
door.Love Will Keep Us TogetherOriginal Cindy’s condo is just like ours, except they have
matching furniture and real plants, so it looks much better. Her parents must be in their room
because I don’t see them. We go straight up to her room, which is red and white with tons of
photos of her horse, Magic. This is the first time I have ever seen framed pictures of a horse all
over someone’s house. People usually have framed photos of other people. Baby photos,
wedding photos, Disneyland photos, all with humans—that’s what I expect to see. In Iran, we
also frame pictures of elderly relatives who have died. It’s usually not a photo from when they
were really, really old and didn’t look as good, but old enough so you know they were old.“I’m
really into horseback riding,” Original Cindy explains.I have never been horseback riding, so I
don’t know what to say. I nod. That’s the good thing about nodding. It lets you say nothing while
still staying in the conversation.“I also have an older brother, two kittens, a lizard, and a dog. My
kittens are Captain and Tennille,” she says. “They’re named after my favorite band that plays my
favorite song, ‘Love Will Keep Us Together.’ Do you like that song?” she asks.A nod is no longer
enough.“Oh, yeah,” I say.I have never heard that song.“My lizard’s name is Eddie. My dog’s
name is Mick Jagger. My brother, Mark, named him that because he loves Mick Jagger. You
should see his room. There’s like four huge posters of Mick on the wall.”“Who’s Mick Jagger?” I
ask.“You don’t know who Mick Jagger is?” Original Cindy exclaims, acting like I just asked her
who Mickey Mouse is—who I am pretty sure is the more famous Mick of the two.“Hello? Hello?
Have you heard of the Rolling Stones? And their lead singer, Mick Jagger? He is really, really
famous, maybe the most famous singer in the world,” she says, stretching her arms out, trying to
show me how big the world really is.Since I now have a normal name, I don’t worry that she
thinks it’s odd that I don’t know the world’s most popular singer. Plus, we have already agreed
that we have the same favorite song. If I were using my real, clunky name and I didn’t know who
Mick Jagger was, that would be strange. Being Cindy makes me so much more normal.Buy
Three, Get One FreeThe next day, Original Cindy and I go to the condo pool. I take the key,
which is now attached to a keychain with two bulldogs sitting in a boat holding fishing rods and
drinking beer. On the side of the boat, it says, “A Bad Day Fishing Is Better Than a Good Day at
the Office.” We don’t fish, own a dog, or drink beer, but the keychain was on sale at Sav-On
Drugstore.That’s also why we have four rolls of blue wrapping paper decorated with pacifiers
and “It’s a Boy!” all over it. Buy three, get one free.As I’m leaving, my mom yells from the living
room, “Keleedeh estakhr ra gom nakoni!”Don’t lose the pool key!The pool is pretty big, and even



has a twisty slide. All around it, there are chairs with backs that go up and down so you can
choose whether to lie down and get a tan or sit up and talk while you get a tan. There are also
tables and chairs, an outdoor shower, a changing area, and a barbecue. But there aren’t that
many people at the pool. Original Cindy says that a lot of our neighbors use the private pool at
the Newport Beach Tennis Club, which is for paying members only. I don’t understand why
anyone would pay to go to a pool when there is already a free one here. That’s what my dad calls
flushing money down the toilet.“Right here is good,” Original Cindy says, choosing one of the
lounge chairs. “We can get maximum sun exposure.” I lie on my back, just like she does, facing
the sun. Immediately, my eyeballs feel like they’re burning.A few minutes pass and then Original
Cindy starts telling me stories about her horse. If I didn’t know Magic was an animal, I’d think she
was talking about a person.“The first time I saw Magic,” she begins, “I knew she was the
one.”She goes on to tell me, in detail, how she and Magic learned to become friends, what
happened the first time she cried in front of Magic, and how they practically speak a secret
language.After an hour of horse stories, Original Cindy finally stops. “I miss Magic so much,” she
sighs.“When did you last visit her?” I ask.“Yesterday,” she replies. “Magic is always so happy to
see me.”“Do you feed her?”“Of course. I always have treats.”“Maybe that’s why she’s so happy to
see you,” I suggest, trying to be helpful. “You know the dancing seals at Sea World? It’s not like
they want to wear a tutu and hop around in circles, but they do it for the fish. Animals will do
anything for food.”“No! That’s not it at all!” Original Cindy suddenly sits up. “Please do not
compare my horse to a stinky seal. Magic and I have a bond, a connection. Maybe it’s hard for
you to understand because you’ve never loved a horse.”I panic. My one and only friend in
Newport Beach is mad at me. I have to say something meaningful.“I do know about humans and
horses being friends. I absolutely love Pippi Longstocking.”“Who?” she asks, lying back
down.“You know, that book about the little girl who lives alone while her father is lost at sea, and
she has a horse and a monkey and—”“Is this a true story?” Original Cindy asks before I can
finish.“No, not at all. Pippi is an imaginary character. She’s like ten years old and lives alone and
she can lift up her horse with one hand.” As I am saying this, I realize that this conversation is not
helping me connect with my only friend. “It’s a stupid story,” I say. “Never mind.”“Yeah,” Original
Cindy agrees. “Sounds stupid.”“But you know what is not stupid? Black Beauty. Now, that is a
touching story told by a horse and not at all stupid.”“What’s it about?”“It’s about this horse who
tells you his life story, first as a colt and then as a workhorse, which is really hard because he
lives in London a long time ago when they didn’t treat them very well.”“A talking horse who wrote
a book?” she says. “No, thank you.”“No, that’s not it,” I reply. But it doesn’t matter, since it’s
obvious that talking about books with Original Cindy is not a good idea.“Hey,” I begin, trying to
change the subject, “wanna go swim?”“Swim?” she says, as if I have suggested something
totally unacceptable to do in a pool.“Well. Yeah. I mean. If you want.”“You mean get our hair wet?”
she asks. “No.”“How about we swim without getting our hair wet?” I suggest, not even sure why
I’m saying that.“I guess.” She sits up and ties her hair into a bun so it doesn’t touch the water. My
hair is short, not that I would care if it got wet.We go in the pool up to our necks and walk from



one side to the other, then back again, chins held up high, straining to keep our heads out of the
water.“Hey, you know what we look like?” I ask.“What?”“You know those African women in
National Geographic who wear stacks of neck rings so their necks get really long?”“No.” She
climbs out of the pool, bringing our time spent in the water to a total of five minutes.Apparently,
pools in Newport Beach are used only as tanning destinations.
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Michelle R., “New Girl in Town Relies on the Kindness of Strangers. “Not everyone hates
Iranians,” she assures me, putting down the paper. “People who hate just happen to be the
loudest.”I loved, loved, loved this book, and this author. Highly recommend this laugh-out-funny
and moving story of Zomorod (Cindy) Yousefzadeh, a girl from Iran who has spent several years,
here and there, in America due to her father's engineering job.The time period is the late 70s,
when a lot of people in America were hearing about Iran for the first time due to political strife
and the taking of American hostages. I was exactly the same age as Zomorod during the period
of time the story takes place. In Catholic School, we would turn toward the window, say the
Pledge of Allegiance, and then take turns on who would lead the prayer for the
hostages.Zomorod, like any kid, seeks to fit in, and is embarrassed by her parents. She has the
added pressure of good English, but not knowing all the idioms, as well as parents who are
different culturally from the other adults. And schoolmates who think she comes from a land of
an animal she'd only ever seen in a zoo -- a camel.I found myself chuckling at several
opportunities at Zomorod's observations and wit, and at her mix of love and embarrassment in
regard to her parents.Americans are written as essentially good people, albeit a bit ignorant on
world events. The most villainous character is still portrayed with some sympathy. Because the
story takes place over a couple years, the younger characters get an opportunity to mature.In
fact, one of the details that impressed me most is how the Zomorod at the beginning of the story
and at the end are clearly the same girl, but each version think and behave appropriate to her
age. She has gained wisdom and confidence and lasting friendship. (I adored her circle of
friends.)If there is one flaw, it's that the author imparts a lot of info on the Iran, which is both
interesting and vital to the story, but the information is often imparted in a less-than-natural
fashion. The best method is Zomorod's best friend asking questions out of interests, concern,
and her plan to become a journalist. But then there is the neighbor who stops periodically to ask
to have events explained to him.I hope that there will be more books in this series, because I
would love to stay in touch.”

AKZ, “Probably one of my favorite books. I’m 10 years old and just started 5th grade. I could not
put this book down. I was sad when reading was over. Some pretty sad parts too, I felt so bad. I
really like how Zomorod (Cindy) made new friends even though she was really lonely. And there
were a lot of funny parts. I want my mom to read this too. I think she’ll love it. I read it every day
before school and after. And I read a few parts to my mom because they are so funny. My mom
even made falafels for dinner after I finished the book. I loved this as my first book by this author.”

Mamato2, “Relatable lessons of how to treat people of other cultures. I had purchased the audio
book a while back, but had forgotten why. I listened to it with my kids (9 & 11) on a road trip. At
first it was not that interesting to them, but we stuck with it, and then they were invested. I had not



realized that it was about the Iran hostage crisis, which I was 10 years old during. It really put it
into perspective for me and introduced my children to the events. Mostly though, was the human
aspect part that I found importance in my children hearing about - the good and the bad in
people. Firoozeh illustrates how people who actually get to know people of a different cultures
can relate to them, and those who are ignorant are the ones who hate. There are some very
good lessons that are important for this day in age in 2017.”

Kirklanded, “An amazing, surprisingly powerful story. This is the type of story that I would love to
see it turn into a movie. I can't believe someone could fictionalize their own story and still makes
it sound very natural and authentic. The historic information is very useful and is presented in a
very pleasant way. I don't want to give out too much information about the story, but I really
appreciate its language, very poetic in many instances. The author definitely has a very good
sense of humor. I was almost moved to tears because the emotion delivered between the lines
was so genuine, and I am still feeling very complicated about the fact that part of the story was
fictional. I don't know if I want it to be 100% real or partially real, because I would feel sad that
some of the characters did not actually exist, and I really liked them. Some part of me hates to
know that some things did happened as described. The bottom line is that I love 100% of the
story.”

Kendice, “Perfect Middle Grades Novel. I read this book with my fifth grade students and while it
is categorized as “middle grades” I still think YA lovers will enjoy it as long as romance is not a
requirement. This book is semi-autobiographical and set in the 1970’s California. Zomorod is an
Iranian girl trying to find her place in the US during a hostage crisis. The highlight of this book for
me was that it showed very clearly that just because you’re from somewhere doesn’t mean that
you share the same ideas and tactics that your government does. It shows that we can’t judge
people on anything other than their own actions and beliefs. My students and I both enjoyed this
book thoroughly. 4.5 out of 5 stars, hands down.”

L. J. Rinaldi, “Just read it. This is the story of a girl from Iran trying to fit in in Southern
California.This is the story of 1977-1980. For those alive then this is when the shah fell and the
Iranian hostage crisis happened.I was in high school and college during this time and it was
amazing to read this history which I remember as told from another point of view.We all feel
alienated from time to time in our lives. Imagism bring an Iranian in America during this
time.Great voice. Great story. Friendship and heartache.Now to go read her other books.”

Katie Prestwich, “So fun!. I loved this book so much! It is light and funny, but also holds many
lessons and makes you think. It was so interesting to consider what it was like living in the US as
an Iranian during the Iran hostage crisis.”

S.G., “Awesome book!. What a great book! I bought three for my son and two boys in his class. I



read it before he took it to school. Excellent book! I think it applies to current political climate as
well. Great life lessons. Excellent story.”

Michael Jones, “Book of the year, especially for kids, aged 10 to 14 and for educators and
parents of all ages.. Well written and funny in parts. Essential reading to better understand
immigrant experiences and the need to be yourself. Therafter, good things will happen, maybe
not straight away, to persons who are pleasant, friendly and patient. A truly super read!”

Parisa, “Second language learners should go for it!. 1. I find that when I read this book, it feels
like I forget all about the real life! The story takes you to the very same room where the main
character is.2. If English is your second language, don't worry too much about big less frequently
used vocabulary. You are going to understand the story.3. I would recommend this book to
anyone who is one way or another in contact with people from a different culture. Helps you see
the world from a different perspective.Thanks Firoozeh”

Koroviev, “A book that helps both children and adults empathise with an immigrant experience..
A delightful story with a worthwhile and very relevant topic. Firoozah Dumas has impeccable
comedic and narrative timing, and she helps all of us understand a bit more about the diverse
experiences of immigrant children during difficult social and political times. A meaningful and
enjoyable book to read with your children or with a school class.”

BlueSky, “Un libro muy interesante. Me ha encantado el libro, escrito de forma divertida, fácil de
leer, la versión en inglés me ha gustado mucho. Lo recomiendo.”

MJ, “Inspiring and instilling hope.. I enjoyed this book as I can relate to the story, as an Iranian
immigrant who escaped Iran during the 80's war and how life just didn't play with us the way it
was supposed to, being bullied as a foreigner, & the hardship of integrating into the new and
somewhat unaccepting society. But at the end all worked out! Thank you Firoozeh for this funny,
sad but yet uplifting story.”

The book by Firoozeh Dumas has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 260 people have provided feedback.
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